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compliance with cybersecurity control procedures
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The increase in cybersecurity threats and the challenges for organisations to protect their information technology assets has made
adherence to organisational security control processes and procedures a critical issue that needs to be adequately addressed. Drawing
insight from organisational theory literature, we develop a multi-theory model, combining the elements of the theory of planned
behaviour, competing value framework and technology - organisational and environmental theory to examine how the organisational
mechanisms interact with espoused cultural values and employee cognitive belief to influence cybersecurity control procedures.
Using a structured questionnaire, we deployed structural equation modelling (SEM) to analyse the survey data obtained from public
sector information technology organisations in Nigeria to test the hypothesis on the relationship of socio-organisational mechanisms
and techno-cultural factors with other key determinants of employee security behaviour. The results showed that knowledge
of cybersecurity and employee cognitive belief significantly influence the employees’ intentions to comply with organisational
cybersecurity control mechanisms. The research further noted that the influence of organisational elements such as leadership on
employee security behaviour is mediated by espoused cultural values while the impact of employee cognitive belief is moderated
by security technologies. For effective cybersecurity compliance, leaders and policymaker are therefore to promote organisational
security initiatives that ensure incorporation of cybersecurity principles and practices into job descriptions, routines, and processes.
This study contributes to behavioural security research by highlighting the critical role of leadership and cultural values in fostering
organisational adherence to prescribed security control mechanisms.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) described the cyberspace as the non-physical and interactive domain
of information flow and communication between computer systems and networks. In other words, it is a global domain
that consists of interdependent networks of information technology infrastructure including software and storage
[4]. Over the years, organisations and governments have taken advantage of the non-physical domain to progress
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from operating a dedicated network to a complex and decentralised interconnected system which have complicated
security efforts by multiplying attack points. Securing this domain of interdependent networks have therefore become
more complex with the increasing number of connected devices, thereby exposing organisations as potential targets of
cybersecurity incident resulting in a huge financial and reputational loss[48].
Accordingly, recent studies have identified the human error and organisational insiders operating within the domain
of the interdependent networks as among the major culprits behind most security breach either intentionally or
unintentionally [48]. Compliance failure was also highlighted as one of the top factors responsible for the increasing
cost of a data breach in public sector organisations. Equally other streams of research have demonstrated how insiders
pose a great threat to the security of organisational information technology assets[8],[24] necessitating the need for
an urgent response in order to address the risk posed by employees. Additionally, empirical evidence suggests that
more information security incidents occur as a result of employee actions or inaction[54], explicating the necessity of a
coordinated response to address the risk posed by organisational employee.
Behavioural information security research has emphasised on the need to address employee behaviour as a way of
protecting and preserving confidentiality, integrity, and availability of organisations information at the cyberspace [20]
[14][11]. However, security measures incorporating both behavioural and technological approach have proved to be a
more effective countermeasure [14]. Mitigating intentional and unintentional risk posed by the individual employee at
the cyberspace, therefore, requires good corporate governance culture which results in the establishment of credible
and reliable processes and a sound technical infrastructure among other standardized operational procedures.
One approach that could be considered is to ensure that individual employee follow established processes and procedure
in information technology operations and adhere strictly to prescribed countermeasures in security management [11].
Numerous factors that could influence an individual employee to follow organisational processes and security control
measures have been identified by various research streams [77]. Some studies have also identified compliance as one of
the useful mechanism of influencing employee’s behaviour when it comes to how organisation information technology
resources are used[5],[35]. On the other hand when it comes to completing a task, [70] demonstrated that employees
are likely to bypass security measures, while other studies have also identified security technologies such as public
key infrastructure as a mechanism for compliance with organisational security procedure [83],[36],[74]. Scholars have
equally suggested cybersecurity culture as a means of ensuring adequate protection and preservation of confidentiality,
integrity, and availability of information at the cyberspace [14].
The focus of cybersecurity, therefore, is the individual or organisational response in the context of values and knowledge
for the protection and preservation of information security principles within the operational space of the organisations’
information technology infrastructure. Studies to increase our understanding of how the organisation, individual
employee and operating environment interact to foster organisational cybersecurity compliance are important. For
instance, we may want to know how certain organisational element interacts with cultural values to foster employee’s
security compliance behaviour.
Understandably, it was observed that security technologies constitute one of the key operational components that impact
on employee security behaviour [83] [77]. However, the importance of and how such key constructs in the management
and control of organisational security mechanisms influence security compliance have not been adequately examined.
Furthermore, the combined effect of other sociocultural and organisational component that are the key constructs in
the organisational and behavioural literature, have also not been adequately investigated. Therefore given the role
of security technologies in ensuring compliance and the imperative of organisation culture and structure in shaping
organisation compliance, studies on the single or combined effect of these constructs are needed to develop a better
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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theoretical understanding and devise a more robust and effective means of fostering efficient security management
through compliance to organisational cybersecurity control measures.
We attempt to address this gap in the literature by combining the theories of planned behaviour, technology organisation
and environment with the competing value framework in what is referred to as the theory of integration [69] in order to
understand how employee security behaviour could be adequately managed. We further attempt to address three critical
questions which are yet to find adequate answers in the literature we reviewed. Firstly, How does the combined influence
of organisational element such as leadership and other security behavioural mechanism foster the development of
organisational compliance; secondly, how do organisational cultural values as measured by an organisational cultural
assessment instruments (OCAI) influence organisational cybersecurity compliance ; and thirdly, what is the role of
security technologies in fostering a positive employee cybersecurity compliance in the public sector.
Our focus on the role of security technologies in shaping employee cognitive belief makes this study distinct from
others which rarely considers the technological environment in evaluating individual security behaviours. Furthermore
by showing how organisational cultural values interact with other organisational mechanisms to facilitate compliant
behaviour; we could offer management practical insight on the need to develop the right competencies and skills into
addition to incorporating security goals into an organisational job routine.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows; next is the review of some related works, section three is the
information about the studies theoretical foundation. Our research model and hypothesis is presented in section four,
section five contains the research methodology. Information about the analysis and result is presented in section six,
section seven has discussion and implication for practice while conclusion and future works are presented in section
eight.

2 REVIEW OF RELATEDWORKS

2.1 Organisational Cybersecurity

Cyberspace security has become a key national and organisation discourse in view of its strategic role in maintaining
the transforming impact of the digital economy as the world gradually move closer to the predicted 50 billion connected
devices by the year 2020 [48]. While cyberspace is associated with numerous advantages, it, however, introduces risk to
both the individual, organisations, and nations.

The concept of cyberspace security has been discussed by many authors and researchers alike. The comprehensive
review of 19 nations cybersecurity strategies by [45] could not offer a common definition for cybersecurity from among
the nations studied. While we do not aim at joining the discourse on the definition of cybersecurity, we shall, however,
draw insight from scholarly presentations on the various perspectives of the concept as it suites our purpose and further
progresses our study.

Some leading authors in the behavioural information security research describe cyberspace security (cybersecurity)
as a process requiring a combination of tools and techniques applied by individuals and organisations to protect
information technology assets and preserve the security principles of information contained and transmitted across
interdependent networks with the aim of mitigating intentional and unintentional threat in the cyberspace [84],[13].
Others such the ISO/IEC 27032 describes cyberspace security as the protection and preservation of confidentiality,
integrity, and availability of information in the cyberspace. However, the definition offered by ITU could suffice as a
common understanding of many nations on the definition of cybersecurity. The organisation defined cybersecurity
as the collection of tools, policies, security concepts, safeguards, guidelines, risk management approaches, actions,
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training, best practice, assurance and technologies that can be used to protect the cyber environment, the organisation
and user assets [66]. We shall, therefore, adopt this definition for our study.

One globally recognised efforts towards institutionalizing the approach to cybersecurity is the formulation of
cybersecurity strategies [45]. For instance, in Nigeria, the National Cybersecurity Strategy was launched by the National
Security Adviser in 2014 with the overarching goal of providing a safe, secured, vibrant, resilient and trusted community
that provides opportunities for its citizenry, safeguards national assets and interests, promote peaceful interactions and
proactive engagement in cyberspace for national prosperity. However, the national cybersecurity strategies alone are
only part of the process to the solution as it seeks among other things to establish a national governance culture that
incorporates both individual and organisations in the application of control measures. These measures are designed to
protect and preserve the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information in the cyberspace through fostering
the culture of security. It will, therefore, be beneficial to examine the perspectives of both individual and organisational
behaviour while interacting with the cyberspace for effective cybersecurity management.

Organisational behaviour is about what individual do in an organisation and how their behaviour affects the
performance of the organisation [61]. Furthermore, contextualising the definition of cybersecurity offered by ITU,
we define organisational cybersecurity as the process of application of security concepts, principles and best practice
technique for the protection and preservation of organisational cybersecurity infrastructure in accordance with
structured prescriptions. What then emerges is the domestication of a culture of structured prescriptions on what to do
and how to apply the various security concepts and best practice techniques within a group of people that have the
common goal of protecting and preserving the cybersecurity infrastructure. This further results in compliance with
organisations control measures in protecting the cyberspace in order to minimise and mitigate the loss of organisational
data, which is the focus of this study.

2.2 Cybersecurity Knowledge

There has been a consistent debate in the literature on what knowledge is and what makes it organisational. While
leading organisational Knowledge scholars described knowledge as being created by the flow of information, anchored
in belief of the holder [51], other leading experts in knowledge management such as [16] defines knowledge as flux
mix of framed experiences, values, contextual information, expert insight that provides framework for evaluating and
incorporating new experiences and information. The authors further argued that knowledge originates and is applied
in the mind of the knower and often becomes embedded in organisational processes, routines, practices, and norms.
Practitioners however viewed knowledge as being synonymous with information [22].

We, therefore, draw insight from the various perspectives of knowledge presented by different experts and authors
to conceptualise the definition of organisational cybersecurity knowledge that will serve the purpose of our study.
The definition offered by [3] is apt in this regard. The author defined knowledge as the capacity to exercise judgment
on the part of an individual which is either based on an appreciation of context or is derived from theory or both.
Drawing insight from this definition, we disambiguate knowledge first by bringing contextual clarity on what is
meant by the capacity to exercises judgment which according to [59] is the ability to draw distinctions, and secondly
the context in which the criteria for evaluation holds which is the domain of practice (cybersecurity). We, therefore,
conceptualise cybersecurity knowledge as the individual cognitive ability to understand their role in the security process
and practical skills to rightly apply security control measures to minimize, mitigate and respond to the intentional and
unintentional threat in order to protect organisational information technology resources. This definition preserves
a significant role for human agency. For instance, individual computer user draws from among other things, sets of
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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abstract instructions and guidelines such as ISO 27001 standards to mitigate and respond to an organisational threat to
information technology assets. However, the policy on how these standards are applied to organisational practices makes
this knowledge organisational. The distinguishing feature of organisation cybersecurity is, therefore, the generalisation
of the behaviours by means of institutionalised prescriptions, functions and practices that are explicitly defined.

The protection of the organisation’s network infrastructure and connected devices follows many processes which
are predominantly dependent on human actions. Employee’s lack of cognitive understanding of their security roles and
responsibilities and absence of practical skills to rightly apply the controls are some of the major setbacks to the security
of organisational information technology assets [12]. We, therefore, argue that employee security compliance behaviour
is supplemented by the requisite cognitive ability and development of practical skills for the use and application of
security technologies. An individual that lack proper cognition and practical skill on cybersecurity techniques and
control will not have a refined distinction of appropriate application of security control measures in the organisation,
whereas the incorporation of security control measures and procedures in the process of achieving organisational
goal is an indication of how compliance to cybersecurity norms are valued as a strategic tool for organisational
success. However, an organisation exists because of the presence of individuals or group who set out to achieve certain
goals defined by sets of rules and cognitive beliefs [61]. There is, therefore, an apparent co-dependence between
organisational elements such as leadership, employee cognitive mechanisms and cultural value of the organisation in
fostering employee security behaviour in an organisation. An integrated approach to the study of these dimensions
will, therefore, be useful and beneficial

Accordingly, the ISO/IEC/TRl 13335-1 2004, recommends that the protection and preservation of cyberspace infras-
tructure and resources require employees to share in the security vision of the organisation, understand their roles
and responsibilities and develop practical skills to implement them. This is achieved through training the user on how
to apply security controls, educating the employee on why such controls measures are necessary to be applied and
creating awareness on their various role and responsibilities in the entire organisational security process. However, it
has been argued that having the understanding of security roles and possessing practical skills to apply the control
does to translate into compliance especially if it conflicts with employee’s cognitive beliefs and cultural values [65].
This research, therefore, explores the link between organisational mechanisms, espoused cultural values and human
action undertaken in an organisational context in an attempt to understand how security compliance could be better
achieved; an area that has remained largely unexplored in extant literature.

2.3 Security Technologies

Security technologies refer to security mechanism deployed in establishing the requirements of organisational cyberse-
curity policies and standards in providing secured communication, protect IT assets and defence against attacks [83].
Security technologies coerce public organisation employee to improve their compliance with cybersecurity. Existing
studies

have identified security technology as a factor that could propel the organisation to integrate cybersecurity in their
work process in order to improve compliance [83]. Some empirical studies have also shown a direct link between the
effectiveness of security technologies such Public-key Infrastructure (PKI), digital certificates and spyware technology
and organisation compliance to cybersecurity requirements [72],[74] [36].On the other hand, [54] demonstrated that
employees bypass security processes is an attempt to fast-track job completion.

With exception of one study [33], which merely identify leadership and security technologies as a factor that
impact on employee security behaviour, no other study has been able to explore the interaction of cognitive belief
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mechanisms and security technology in the light of their impact on organisation security compliant behaviour. Besides
identifying these constructs, studies on how they interact with other socio-organisational and cultural elements to
shape cybersecurity compliance behaviour in an organisation have not been adequately investigated.

2.4 Organisational Leadership

Studies on information security have always focused on the employee as the weakest link in the defence. Arguably the
action and inaction of the employee in correctly and incorrectly applying control measures and following prescribed
procedures, principles and practices have a direct impact on the protection of the organisation’s information technology
infrastructure. However, despite the direct influence of this organisational element of leadership in promoting compliance
and available literature in organisational leadership, empirical studies on how the organisational element of leadership
comprise with employee security behaviour to foster security compliance have remained scanty [17]. Although many
frameworks and behavioural models have been advanced to study security policy compliance, [56],[31],[25] are among
the few that tested the role of organisational leadership with empirical data in an information security context. For
instance, [56]found that there was a measurable change in employee attitude to security when the Chief Executive
Officer (CEO) became more actively involved in information security issues. Also,[31] in their study found that top
management participation strongly influences organisational espoused cultural values which in turn impacts employee
attitude towards perceived behavioural control over compliance with information security policies. Other streams of
research also emphasized the important role of management in encouraging positive behaviour towards the use of
information system [37],[20].

The relationship between organisational culture and leadership have undoubtedly been studied by researchers on
the assumption that organisational culture is created and managed by leaders [64],[2] and suggested that organisational
success is premised on the ability of its leaders to effectively manage their culture. This assertion, however, forms part
of the theoretical foundation of this study as according to [64] Leadership is associated with creation and management
of culture.

2.5 Organisational Culture

Several scholars of organisational literature have defined culture in several ways. For instance, the functional view
of [73] argued that culture conveys a sense of identity to organisational members, facilitates general commitment,
enhances the stability of the social system and serves as an instrument of triangulation that shapes the behaviour of the
members. In the author’s view, organisational culture expresses the value of social identity and the pattern of belief
that is shared by organisational members and manifested by symbols such as myth, rituals, stories etc. Another simple
and well-known definition of organisational culture was provided by [46] The authors defined organisation culture as
the way things are done here which in other word represents the identity and personality of the organisation [61], the
author further opined that organisational culture is the social glue that binds the members which develop on the basis
of what the organisation stands for. The author further argued that organisational behaviour is about what people do in
an organisation and how their behaviour affects organisational performance, hence culture that evolves as a result of
manifest behaviour is evident in the artefact, values, and basic assumptions.

The study by [31] identified organisational culture as one of the prime factors that promote security compliance.
Additionally, the empirical research by [7] is among the few studies that tested the influence of organisational culture
with empirical data in an information security context. The research operationalised and measured organisation culture
in terms of cultural traits drawn from competing value framework of [57]. The authors linked the four cultural traits of
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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cooperativeness, innovation (creativity), consistency, and effectiveness (Competitiveness) to four information security
principles of confidentiality, integrity, availability and accountability in a structural model and found out that only
effectiveness (competitiveness) and consistency have a significant effect on information security management principles.
Besides, there is an apparent lack of empirical studies on the influence of organisation culture on employee security
compliance behaviour as having been noted by some researchers [31], despite the obvious fact that organisational
culture shapes organisational behaviour. Our study addresses this gap in the literature and contributes to theory
development using an integrated approach.

2.6 Competing Value Framework

The Competing Value Framework of Organisational culture was proposed by Quinn 1988 to operationalise the shared
beliefs and values which are assumed to be the manifestation of the underlying culture. This captures our definition of
culture in terms of the values which represent manifestations that signify espoused belief identifying what is important
to a particular cultural group in view of how things are done here [43]. The CVF has served as a useful tool for empirical
study among cultural and organisational scholars[57]. It also provides a value-based framework for carrying out a
quantitative inquiry about the role of organisation culture in an organisational setting. Though there are other cultural
dimensions such as Hofstede six-dimensional framework, the five value cultural dimension by [34], we chose CVF in
view of its wide application and tested empirical validity[57] [7].

Over the years the CVF has experienced a lot of reviews and has evolved with different labelling, though the basic
characteristics of the framework remain the same. For the purpose of our study, we use [7] adaptation of Quinn 1988
original CVF with slight modification, though the essential characteristics remain the same as we believe that the
modified adaptation is more supportive of our objectives.

In order to reduce the model complexity, and improve on the theoretical clarity given our task of integrating different
theoretical frameworks, only two cultural value orientation in the lower half of CVF quadrant is considered. This is
also supported by the outcome of an empirical investigation by [7]. The authors tested the relationship between the
four cultural value and the four constructs of information security management principles and found that the cultural
values related to control (consistency) and competitiveness (effectiveness) have a significant impact on information
security management principles

2.7 Employee Security Compliance Behaviour

Several studies have examined employee’s behavioural compliance in an organisation. Majority of these studies which
drew from Protection Motivation Theory, Theory of Planned Behaviour, or Cognitive theory have focused primarily on
factors related to users attitude, intentions, and behaviours. For instance, [35] combine the theory of Planned behaviour
and Protection Motivation Theory to show that perceived vulnerability, response efficacy, self-efficacy, attitude towards
compliance with information security policy and subjective norms influence the intention to comply. Similarly, studies
were also conducted by [65] using protection motivation theory to show that visibility, normative belief and threat
appraisal impact on the intention to comply with ISP. [28] validated an integrated model to gain insight into the
behavioural norm, attitude and motivation that affect employee intention. The authors combine PMT, Deterrence
Theory and decomposed TPB to show that perceived severity has a significant effect on users attitude to comply with
security policies. It further demonstrates the impact of organisational commitment on the intention to comply. The
principle of the rational choice theory was also used to study the impact of the antecedent of attitude on the intention
to comply with ISP [5]. This study also found out that attitude, normative belief and self-efficacy have a significant
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effect on the intention to comply with Information Security Policies. The study by [86] also shows that employees
intention to comply with security policies might be weakened if such employee is perceived that there is strong technical
protection to secure organisations information technology assets. In a related study, [69] combined elements from
PMT, TRA, and cognitive evaluation to develop a multi-theory model that explains employee’s adherence to security
policies. [19] empirically validated an integrated model to gain insight into the implication of organisational element of
leadership and cultural trait in managing employee compliance to information security. The author concluded that
top management strongly influences organisational culture which in turn impacts employee cognitive beliefs towards
information security compliance.

Various studies in behavioural science and information security have rendered strong support that individual attitude,
subjective norm and perceived behavioural control significantly influence individual behavioural intention. It has been
demonstrated that individuals are more likely to pursue endeavours that they perceive as having a positive outcome
in their life[47]. Researchers have also recommended these combined construct as a tool and intervening factors that
influence organisational behaviour. For instance, [54] in well-validated research examined the relationship between
the combined constructs of training, education and awareness and employee security behaviour and concluded that
employee knowledge of security policy and the procedure has a strong influence on attitude towards the policy and
procedure. This result further confirmed an earlier assertion by Knowledge, Attitude and Behaviour (KAB) model
[39],[42] supporting the influence of intervening factor in organisational security behaviour. Our theoretical research
also reveals that the adherence to organisations cybersecurity principles and practices requires the employee’s cognitive
evaluation and understanding of their various roles and responsibilities in the organisations security formation and
develop practical skills to apply them as it has been shown that both interest and the perceived outcome has impact on
the choice of action[47].

2.8 Theory of Integration

Integrating theories from different theoretical field domains bring in dynamism and ideational clarity and support
needed for the fostering of organisational security practice and compliance in view of the multidisciplinary nature of
cybersecurity. It is based on approaches, practices and associated construct of different theories brought in a hybrid
nomological network. The concept builds upon existing conceptual knowledge to create a robust model with a broader
scope, [13] [40], better explanatory power[69]. According to [40], participating theories are selected on the basis of
epistemic compatibility, construct commonality, theoretical complementarity and conceptual harmony. In addition,
[30] identified three modes of integrating different theoretical domains especially as it relates to information systems
as construct integration, domain integration and inter-field integration. While our approach to inter-field integration
relies on the preconditions as suggested by Koch [40], the research, however, adopted [30] proposition in explaining the
rationale behind the theoretical choices for integration where one field consist of distinct entities that do not explicitly
exist in the other field. The research considers culture to provide the basis of commonality among the participating
theoretical field domains [31] especially in the information security domain which has been conceptualised as a complex
and dynamic evolutionary process.

Additionally. the different theoretical field of the theory of planned behaviour, Technology-Organisation and Environ-
ment theory and organisation cultural framework share a common interest in explaining employee security behaviour
in an organisational context [30]. Contextualising [30] propositions, our research assumes the operational location
of the theory of planned behaviour is provided in the organisation and its culture and that the properties such as
employee’s cognitive belief mechanisms for which the organisation and its culture postulates is identified in the theory
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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of planned behaviour. Accordingly, [30] suggests that for inter-field integration, the different theoretical domains may
determine structures of entities whose functions are the domain of other theoretical fields. For instance, employee
security behaviour is the focus of the organisation’s structure but compliance belongs to the domain of cognitive
belief and culture. The foregoing therefore present the research suitable for adoption of the theory of integration in
explicating organisational security practice and compliance.

2.9 Theoretical Gap

Our literature review reveals major theoretical gap which our study intends to fill. First, the important role of culture in
cybersecurity have been studied by some scholars [53], however as [31] observed, such studies are not only lacking
strong theoretical foundation but also empirical evidence on overall effectiveness. It is not also clear how culture is
influenced either directly or indirectly by other organisational mechanisms to foster organisational security compliance.
Secondly, the impact of security technologies in facilitating organisation compliance is yet to receive adequate attention.
Although the case evidence provided by [33] mainly established security technology as a factor, it is not clear on how
such a relationship will impact on organisational compliance with cybersecurity requirements. The important influence
of leadership in fostering organisational compliance to cybersecurity control measures has not received adequate
attention. Out of all the literature reviewed by the researcher, it was only the study by [33]and [25] that provided
theoretical support in examining the influence of organisational leadership in enhancing security compliant behaviour.
Although the call for a more holistic information security management approach comprising of the technological,
organisational and social component has resulted in the witnessed increase in the investigation of employee security
behaviour and compliance, most studies, however, have focused primarily on identifying factors related to individual
attitude and organisational behaviour [35]. Additionally, behavioural information security researchers have suggested
compliance and cross-cultural approach as possible areas to explore in addressing the predominantly weakness in
securing the organisation’s information assets[11]

Despite strong evidence linking organisational elements of leadership, organisation culture and employee cognitive
belief mechanisms to compliance, empirical studies on how these factors interact to foster organisational compliance
with security requirement have remained scanty. Articulating and testing the combined effect of such organisational
mechanisms on employee security behaviour will fill a major gap and contribute to the theory and practice of information
security management.

3 RESEARCH MODEL AND HYPOTHESIS

Belief constructs such as attitude and subjective norms which is thought to have an influence on individual behaviours
have remained the focus study among many scholars of industrial psychology and behavioural science [13],[1]. Streams
of research and extant literature show that organisational structure and environment, development of skills and
promoting security policies and mechanisms shapes employee behaviour [20].[62],[69] [10].

To fully understand the employee security behaviour in an organisation, the socio-organisational and techno-cultural
context such that promotes the development and understanding of how to apply the security technologies for satisfying
organisational cybersecurity control measures and standards must be accounted for. Accordingly, we propose that
integrating various theoretical frameworks to analyse the impact of cognitive belief mechanisms will provide more
guided explanation and increase our understanding of the core determinant of the employee willingness to comply
with organisational security requirements. We there argue that fostering organisational security compliance requires
the direct participation of individual or group within the organisation with the vision of promoting adherence to
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cybersecurity principles and practices as a value to be incorporated in the organisational job description, processes and
routines. This logic is illustrated by our conceptual model in Fig 1. Our focus on clarifying the influence of leadership
and other organisational mechanisms on employee cognitive belief in fostering cybersecurity compliance and how this
influence is moderated by security technologies constitute the major contribution of this study.

Fig. 1. Conceptual Model

3.1 Theories and Research Model

Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) has been found to be useful in predicting behaviour. It suggests that the stronger the
intention to engage in behaviour of interest, the more likely hood to perform the behaviour. The intention, on the other
hand, refers to factors that motivate individuals to carry out an action. According to [1], the intention is determined
by the attitude towards the behaviour, subjective norm and perceived behavioural control. Attitude is defined as a
person’s judgment as to whether it is good or bad to perform a behaviour of interest, in the case of subjective norm,
it is described as the persons perception of whether the behaviour of interest is accepted and encouraged by people
who are important to him/her such as colleague, subordinates or superiors in an organisational setting. Perceived
behavioural control is explained as the perceived ease or difficulty in promoting or performing a behaviour of interest
[1]. Accordingly, the construct which is the third component of TPB and is further described as a person’s expectation
that the performance of the behaviour of interest is within his/her control. Conceptually, both PBC and Badura’s Self
Efficacy are similar [85] as they operationally refer to the ease or difficulty of performing or facilitating a behaviour of
interest. Additionally, the judgement of PBC is influenced by the belief concerning access to necessary resources and
opportunity to successfully perform a given task or behaviour of interest [1]. These factors likely to facilitate or inhibit
the performance of a given behaviour of interest are referred to as control beliefs factors which include individual
cognition, capacity and competence to cope with a task or make choice (Badura 1991) and they are weighted by its
perceived power to facilitate or inhibit the performance of a behaviour[1]. For instance, it is assumed that when one has
the intention to perform a given security behaviour or task and fails to act on the intention, the failure is attributable to
the absence of control over the behaviour of interest due to lack of cognition, skill or opportunity [26]. In Information
security, therefore, such locus of control considered to be component of PBC [1] describes individual cybersecurity
knowledge and expertise that facilitate the performance of their security task or given security behaviour [71],[82]. For
the purpose of the study, we replace PBC with cybersecurity knowledge as it is well suited for our study as a component
of PBC that will control compliance to specific security task or behaviour of interest [24],[21]
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3.2 Research Hypothesis

The cybersecurity knowledge has earlier been conceptualised as the cognitive ability to understand roles and respon-
sibilities and the presence of practical skills for the right application of security control and measures to satisfy the
requirement of organisational cybersecurity. This is achieved through training, education and awareness [75],[50]. We
adopted this proposition to ensure the reliability and internal consistency of our construct measures. It therefore logical
for us to propose that;

H1: The increased prevalence of knowledge of cybersecurity in an organisation will positively influence the employee’s

intention to comply with cybersecurity control measures.

H2: Positive attitude to the requirements of cybersecurity control measures increases employees intention to comply.

H3: Employees subjective norms positively influence their intention to comply with cybersecurity control measure.

Individual behavioural intention affects the likelihood that such behaviour of interest will be performed. In other
words, intentions are motivation for a particular behaviour of interest to occur. Drawing from the theory of reasoned
action, [1] developed the theory of planned behaviour, proposing that peoples cognitive evaluation of behaviour should
lead to higher intentions. In line with suggestions of many researchers urging IS scholars to include actual behaviour in
their research [44], we adopt the concept of intention and actual behaviour in our model so as to make both explicit
[63],[35] while incorporating the propositions of the theory of planned behaviour in the context of cybersecurity
compliance. It is, therefore, a straightforward logical deduction for us to propose that;

H4: Employees intention to comply with cybersecurity control measures will positively influence their actual compliance.

One of the most important outcomes of the influence of organisational elements such as the active participation of
leadership in an organisation is how the latter impacts on both organisational culture and individual cognitive beliefs.
According to [64], beliefs, values, and assumptions of the founding fathers of the organisation are one of the primary
sources through which organisational culture evolves. These beliefs, values, and assumptions are reinforced by the
leadership by putting measures in place to, monitor, and control, manage and allocate resources in order to achieve
organisational goals. Leadership, therefore, is the process of influencing a group of individuals to achieve a common
goal[52].

How this important organisational element conspires with culture and individual cognitive belief mechanisms in
influencing the outcome of Information system implementation has been established in works of literature [37]. By
articulating visions and strategies and setting goals and at the same time developing programs, initiatives, policies,
structures and training to ensure proper alignment, leadership shapes the values, beliefs and basic assumptions of the
organisation. Studies have also shown that if employers can provide a set of security guidelines, develop the knowl-
edge of the employee in understanding and practical application of security controls and strictly monitor employees,
information security compliance will also improve [20]. Another stream of research has also shown that subjective
norms, attitude and perceived behaviours control are also influenced by the organisational security policy, guidelines
and measure which defines the direction of leadership commitment to cybersecurity [62]. We, therefore, propose that;
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H5a: The participation of leadership in the structuring of cybersecurity initiatives and programmes impacts positively on

employee attitude towards organisational cybersecurity compliance.

H5b: The participation of the leadership in the structuring of cybersecurity initiatives and programmes positively impacts

on subjective norms about organisational compliance to cybersecurity control measures.

H5c: The involvement of leadership in the structuring of cybersecurity initiatives and programmes positively impacts on

organisational cybersecurity knowledge.

Organisational leaders can re-enforce the espoused values of how things are done here through monitoring, con-
trolling, allocating resources, teaching, coaching, allocating rewards etc [64]. According to [38], direct involvement
and participation of the leaders in one of the cultural dimensions influence the employee involvement in that di-
rection. For instance, it is expected that the participation of leadership through the development of initiatives and
strategies ensuring the incorporation of organisation’s security goals in job descriptions, processes and routines will
directly impact on the relevant cultural values that have to do with the task to be done or the rules to follow in
accomplishing the task. The organisation is set on the competitive mode when the focus is on the task and on the
(control) consistency mode when the interest is biased to the rules to be followed [57]. This will in effect send a strong
signal of legitimacy and increase the employee value for such a mechanism of influence. We can, therefore, postulate that;

H6a: The direct participation leadership in the structuring of cybersecurity initiatives and programmes will positively

impact the rule orientation cultural value.

H6b: The direct participation of leadership in the structuring of cybersecurity initiatives and programmes will positively

impact the task-oriented cultural value.

Technology-Organisation and Environment (TOE) theory have been found to be useful in investigating the socio-
organisational factors affecting organisational compliancewith security requirements. The theory argues that the process
by which technological innovation is adopted and implemented in an organisation is conspired by the technological,
organisational and environmental context surrounding their operations [18]. This study focuses on assessing the
effect of security technologies on employee security behaviour (the relationship between intention to comply and
actual compliance). It regards the security mechanism deployed for establishing the requirement of organisational
cybersecurity policies and standards as innovation decision. For instance when public key infrastructure is deployed
to enhance compliance, such is regarded as innovation-decision, a tool analogous to information communication
technology adoption[18]. In this regard, TOE, therefore, offers, a more holistic view of security technology application.

We define technology in the context of TO-E as the reliability and relative advantage of security technologies in
satisfying the requirements of security control measures and standards [83]. In other words how the presence of security
technology will conspire with the employee intention in taking security decision[58]. This study, however, considers the
security technology component of the TOE as a mechanism which moderates employee security compliant behaviour.
The research further assumes leadership as an organisational element which conspires with individual cognitive belief
mechanisms to shape security compliance. Since the research was conduct in a public sector technology environment
that is already ISO/IEC/ISMS/27001 certified. It is therefore legitimate to propose that;
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H7: Employees intention to comply with cybersecurity requirements is moderated by the application of security technolo-

gies.

Furthermore, we define cybersecurity compliance behaviour as conforming to existing rules, processes, procedures,
and standard in performing the task of the protection of organisations computer networks and information technology
assets; in other words, follow the rules to perform the task. It is therefore evident from the definition that the two impor-
tant cultural values that shape the security-related behaviour of the employee are; conforming to rule and completing
the task. A rule-based cultural orientation reflects the control of organisational processes and procedure through a
bureaucratic/hierarchal structure, individual consistency, and uniformity in following procedures and processes. As a
manifest value of such culture, the employee’s roles will be formally defined and documented while stability is achieved
within the organisation through effective information management [56]. While studies in organisation culture have
suggested a significant direct linkage between the cultural values and behavioural intentions of the employee [79] there
are however limited research works on the effectiveness of rule-oriented culture in shaping employees cognitive beliefs
in an organisation. Although as an espoused cultural value, it is expected that a rule-based culture will have a similar
effect on employee cognitive beliefs as that of culture in general in the context with organisational compliance. For
example in a bureaucratic organisation where employee view compliance to rules positively, it is reasonable to assume
that fostering compliance to cybersecurity control measures will be organisational norm, hence the likelihood that a
particular security behaviour of interest will be carried out.

A task-based cultural orientation reflects a collective understanding of organisational goals as embedded in the indi-
vidual task, individual responsibility, and accountability. The manifest value underlying such culture is task completion,
goal achievement while competition and profitability become a measure of organisational efficiency and productivity
[57]. Drawing from the definition of our outcome variable which is about conforming to prescribed cybersecurity
procedures and control measures, we can reasonably conclude that in task-based cultural value organisation, the
likelihood that a particular security behaviour interest will be performed is weakened by the focus on task performance
and goal achievement. We, therefore, propose the following;

H8a: A rule-based oriented cultural value positively influence employee intention to comply with cybersecurity control

measures

H8b: A rule-based oriented cultural value positively influence employee actual compliance with cybersecurity control

measures.

H8c: A task-based oriented cultural value weakens employee intention to comply with cybersecurity policy requirements

H8d: A task-based oriented cultural value weakens employee actual compliance with cybersecurity security control

measures.

4 STUDY DESIGN AND RESEARCH METHOD

The study combined the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) Technology Organisation Environment theory and
organisational cultural framework to conceptualise cybersecurity compliance model. We need to understand why an
employee exhibit various level of commitment and sense of responsibility and how leadership as an organisational
element interaction with other cognitive and behavioural mechanisms to foster compliance with cybersecurity procedure
and control measures. To achieve this, information was collected from a review of works of literature to conceptualise
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the initial model in Fig 1. The logical relationship between the various constructs was later developed in proposing our
hypothesis as summarised in the research model (the structural path Fig2).

Measurement items for each construct in the model were based on a five-point Linkert scale. All the survey items
have been used and tested in earlier studies and were adapted for use in the current study. In addition, since the
measures have not been tested in the context of security compliance especially in Nigerian public sector information
technology organisation, our analysis further tested the reliability and validity of these measures. The construct and
their primary source are listed in Table 1 while the survey instrument and test of validity are found in Table 3 and 6.

Table 1. Construct Operationalisation

Construct Definition Theoritical Framework Primary Source
Leadership The presence of individual who influ-

ences a group of individual to achieve a
common goal

Achievement Mo-
tivation Theory of
Leadership

[49] and Boyatzis, R.E.,
1982, [2] [30]

Goal Oriented
Cultural Value

Values espoused by employee in the
belief that performance and appraisal
are directly related to the attainment of
organisational goals clearly defined by
leadership

Cultural Value Frame-
work (CVF)

[57], [81]

Rule Orientate
Cultural Value

Espoused values by the employee in
the belief that jobs and tasks are per-
formed according to job specifications
and clearly defines procedure by every-
one in the organisation

Cultural Value Frame-
work (CVF)

[57], [81]

Cybersecurity
Knowledge

Individual cognitive ability of under-
stand their role in the security process
and practical skills to rightly apply secu-
rity control tominimize, mitigate and re-
spond to intentional and unintentional
threat in order to protect organisational
information technology resources

Theory of Planned Be-
haviour (TPB)

[12]. [78]

Attitude Judgement as to whether it is good or
bad to perform a behaviour of interest

Theory of Planned Be-
haviour (TPB)

[1], [5]

Subjective
Norm

Belief of whether a behaviour of inter-
est is accepted and encouraged by peo-
ple who are considered impotent and
influential in the organisation such as
subordinates or superior

Theory of Planned Be-
haviour (TPB)

[1], [5]

Behavioural In-
tention

Belief that a behaviour of interest will
be performed sometime in the future

Theory of Planned Be-
haviour (TPB)

[1], [5]

Compliance conforming to existing rules, processes,
procedures and standard in performing
a task

Vroom 2004

Security Tech-
nologies

Security mechanism deployed in estab-
lishing the requirement of organisa-
tional cybersecurity policies and stan-
dards in providing secured communica-
tion, protect IT assets

Technology –Organisa-
tion and Environment
(TOE)

Wimmer and Von Bre-
dow 2002, [83]
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4.1 Data Collection

Measurement items for the survey instrument were refined through a pilot study using 20 participants selected through
key informant method and mainly from among the senior staff of the National Information Technology Agency and
National Planning Commission in Nigeria.

According to [67], the key informant methodology advocates that respondents should be identified based on their
position, and professional knowledge rather than by traditional random sampling. During the pilot test, the key
informant included chief scientific officers, senior scientific officers, and principal officers. We observed some reluctance
in completing the questionnaire and the clarifications sought by the respondents. Based on the feedback, we revised the
questionnaires, reduced the number of items and rephrased some sentences to increase comprehension.

The final version of the questionnaire used for the study included 62 questions in which every construct was measured
by various items. We used paper-based questionnaires which have been noted to improve response rate. In order
to speed up the process of data collection and decrease the number of incomplete responses, we instantly reviewed
responses and kindly requested the respondent to reply to the neglected questions. This approach eventually paid off as
only two questionnaires (1.6 per cent) were rejected during the analysis as a result of the incomplete response.

The key informant method was also adopted in selecting the participating agency, we first wrote the heads of these
agencies to obtain their permission to participate in the main survey and followed it up with visits to clarify the purpose
of the survey and solicit their quick and honest response.

A total of 300 questionnaires were distributed among the key informant which included Chief Scientific Officers,
Chief Information Security Officers, directorate level officers, out of which 122 were retrieved, a response rate of 40.7
per cent which is relatively high when considered the concept being researched on [35]. The descriptive statistics in
Table II shows that about 62 per cent of the respondents are male while 38 per cent are female. It further reveals that
about 60 per cent have served in their organisations for more than 5 years and all the participants have a minimum
qualification of first degree (Table (2). The public sector information technology organisations comprising of National
Information technology Agency (regulatory), Galaxy Backbone (IT Infrastructure service provider) and National Identity
Management Commission (IT application service user) participated in the survey.

In view of the sensitivity of the information sought, additional safeguard measures were put in place to preserve
the anonymity of the respondent while at the same boosting their confidence to participate in the survey. To this end,
our survey items were reviewed and approved by University of Bradford ethics and review board who also directed
that the approval statement should be included as a footnote at every page of the survey item. As part of additional
measure to protect the respondents, we also ensured that none of the survey items contained any personally identifiable
information.

5 RESULTS

Partial Least Square Structural Equation Model (SEM) was used to test the measurement models psychometric properties
and structural model. We use the variance-based PLS-SEM instead of covariance-based in view of the following reasons;
(1) PLS-SEM does not require large samples [27]. Research has shown that it offers a better estimate than other technique
for sample size under 250 [41][80] (our sample size is 120). Secondly, the techniques are better suited for non-normally
distributed data [27] [68] [23]. Smart PLS [60] was used as a major statistical tool for model estimation using a two-step
approach. First, we assess the quality of the measurement model to ensure the validity and reliability of items and
finally, the structural model was analysed in order to test the hypothesis and the quality of the structural model.
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Table 2. Descriptive Statistics of the Respondents

Category Subcategory Frequency Percentage

Gender (N=120) Male 74 61.7
Female 46 38.3

Years of Experience Less than 5 years 43 35.8
5-10years 50 41.7

Above10years 22 18.3
Edu. Qualification Bsc 60 50

Masters 55 45.8
PhD 2 1.7

5.1 Quality of Measurement model

The quality of the measurement model is usually assessed in terms of its content validity, construct validity and reliability.
This is to ensure that only reliable and valid construct measures were used for assessing the nature of relationships in
the overall model [32]. Content validity reflects the extent to which the items represent the construct being measured
and is usually assessed by domain experts. In our study, this is achieved by adopting previously published measurement
items for the construct and feedback from our pilot study. Construct validity for our reflective measures defines the
degree to which the measurement items are related to the construct to which they are theoretically predicted to be
related. The validity of the constructs was assessed through internal consistency, indicator reliability, convergent
reliability, and discriminant validity.

Table 3. Fornell and Larker Discriminant Validity

Construct CR CA AVE ATT COM COMP CON INT KNO LEA SUB-N

ATT 0.880 0.809 0.656 0.81

COM 0.905 0.875 0.615 0.249 0.784

COMP 0.901 0.763 0.821 0.612 0.288 0.906

CON 0.895 0.860 0.589 0.477 0.533 0.504 0.797

INT 0.874 0.811 0.635 0.643 0.137 0.590 0.341 0.797

KNO 0.908 0.880 0.623 0.467 0.271 0.531 0.466 0.454 0.790

LEA 0.902 0.855 0.679 0.389 0.335 0.419 0.503 0.270 0.748 0.835

SUB-N 0.880 0.809 0.589 0.352 0.233 0.361 0.259 0.458 0.350 0.278 0.768
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[21] recommended indicator outer loading of 0.708 for the reliability of the reflective measure to be established. The
authors further suggested that indicators outer loading between 0.4 and 0.7 should be considered for deleting if only it
will lead to an increase in composite reliability above the recommended threshold. After running the PLS algorithm we
dropped items COMP3 and COMP4, KNO4 and KNO5 because the items were below the level of acceptable indicator
reliability threshold. We retained item ATT4, COM-C2, and SUB-N4, since dropping then did not affect the reliability of
our construct measures [27]. See Table 6 for indicator outer loading

Convergent validity refers to the degree of agreement in two or more measures of the same construct and is assessed
by inspection of variance extracted for each factor [21] Accordingly, convergent validity is established when the
Average Variance Extracted (AVE) yield a value above 0.5. Looking at table 3, we can see that all AVE values were above
the threshold, we can, therefore, conclude that convergent validity is ensured. According to [27], adequate internal
consistency and reliability are established when Fornell and Larckers measure of composite reliability and Cronbach
alpha is higher than 0.7 The Composite Reliability (R and Crombach Alpha (CA)values in Table (3) are all above 0.7
suggesting adequate internal consistency. Discriminant validity refers to the extent the measures of different constructs
are unique; ie the degree to which a single construct is different from the other constructs in the model[6].

This is achieved when two conditions are fulfilled using the test provided by [21]. First, when the constructs have
AVE loading greater than 0.5 meaning that at least 50 per cent of measurement variance was captured by the construct
[Chin 1988] and secondly when the square root of each constructs AVE is higher than the correlation with any other
construct. As Table 3 shows, the square root of the constructs AVE is higher than the correlation with any other
construct, Tables (3) and (6) shows that the constructs possess discriminant validity.

The threat of common method bias was addressed by ensuring the anonymity of respondents, requesting that each
question should be answered as honestly as possible and by not providing an incentive for participation in the study. In
addition, we placed the demographic questions at last to reduce fatigue. All data tested suggest that the items are both
valid and reliable and thus could be used to evaluate the structural model.

5.2 Evaluation of Structural Model

Structural Equation Model (SEM) comprised of statistical methods to test the hypothesised relationship in a conceptual
or theoretical model. It explores relationships between dependent, independent, moderation and mediating variables.
SEM has the ability to isolate observational errors from the measurement of latent variables and this attribute has made
the tool to be widely applied in various research areas[27].

The SEM in Fig (3) presents information about hypothesised relation using path co-efficient Beta and R squared. Beta
denotes the strength of the path coefficient (hypothesised relationship) while the R squared values of the endogenous
constructs measures how variance in the endogenous variables are explained by the exogenous variables specified in
the model [59]. Because PLs does not require a normally distributed data, it is evaluated with R squared calculation for
dependent latent variables [9] which determines how well the model fits its hypothesised relationship and constructs
percentage variation that is explained by the model. According to [Chinn 1988] R squared value of 0.67, 0.33, and 0.19
can be described as substantial, moderate or weak. R squared value for the dependent variable; Compliance is 0.46,
indicating that the variables in the model explained about 46 per cent of the variance in the dependent variable. Thus
the proposed structural model could be said to have strong explanatory power and explains a substantial amount of the
variance in actual compliance to organisational cybersecurity policy requirements especially when compared with
similar published studies (eg 42 per cent in [29], 35 per cent in[5], 30 per cent in [15]
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Additionally, the structural model can also be assessed using effect size ie F squared [9], Goodness of Fit [55] and
predictive relevance; Stone-Geisier Q squared. According to [9] F squared value of 0.02, 0.15, 0.35, signifies small, medium
and large respectively. The goodness of fit which represents the index of validating PLS model [76] was employed
to judge the overall fit of the model by presenting a compromise between the performance of the measurement and
structural model. The GoF is calculated as the geometric mean of the average communality and average R squared
normalised between 0 and 1, where a high value indicates better path model estimation. For this model, the GoF index
was 0.43. The Q statistics measure the predictive relevance, a model is said to have predictive relevance if Q squared is
greater than zero and lacks predictive relevance if Q squared is less than zero [21]. In PLS, two kinds of Q statistics
are estimated using blindfolding methods of calculations. Our results reveal that for this model, all the blocks had
high values of cross-validated communality ranging from 0 to 0.59 and cross-validated redundancy ranging from 0 to
0.327. All the values are positive meaning that the model is structurally sound as possesses acceptable performance and
predictive relevance.

Table 4. Result of Hypothesis Testing

Path Beta SDEV T Stat. P Values F2 Result

ATT>>INT 0.500 0.097 5.166 0.000 0.247 Accepted

COM>>COMP 0.056 0.084 0.669 0.504 0.008 Rejected

COMP>>INT 0.096 0.098 0.984 0.325 0.025 Rejected

CON>>COMP 0.311 0.096 3.249 0.001 0.101 Accepted

CON>>INT 0.020 0.103 0.192 0.848 0.005 Rejected

INT>>COMP 0.476 0.097 4.911 0.000 0.372 Accepted

KNO>>INT 0.151 0.077 1.954 0.051 0.034 Accepted

LEA>>ATT 0.389 0.100 3.901 0.000 0.185 Accepted

LEA>>COM 0.335 0.088 3.797 0.000 0.134 Accepted

LEA>>CON 0.503 0.074 6.756 0.000 0.338 Accepted

LEA>>KNO 0.748 0.039 19.11 0.000 1.275 Accepted

LEA>>SUB-N 0.278 0.105 2.659 0.008 0.102 Accepted

SUB-N>>INT 0.247 0.095 2.601 0.009 0.099 accepted
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In order to assess the significance of the structural path, bootstrapping re-sampling with 120 cases and 1000 re-samples
were used [Chinn 1988. The result of the hypothesis test is presented in table (4). All the hypotheses in the model are
supported by our data except the path of the cultural values to intention to comply and the path of task-oriented culture
to actual compliance. All the hypothesis related to the theory of planned behaviour is strongly supported by our data at
0.05 per cent significance level, confirming the resilience and reliability of the theory in predicting individual behaviour
in a socio-organisational environment. The two hypotheses linking the cultural values of task and rule orientations to
intention to comply is not supported by our data. This is not surprising since, by our definition of organisational culture,
it extols the important espoused values individual employees are expected to comply with and does not evaluate their
willingness or commitment to those values. Little wonder why the hypothesis is not supported by our data and yet the
same cultural values have a significant impact on actual compliance. However, this result is consistent with the ones
obtained in extant literature [31].
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Fig. 2. Structural Path

From our result, we also observed the importance of leadership participation in fostering organisational compliance
to cybersecurity control measures and prescriptions. The significant impact of organisational leadership on cultural
values and employee cognitive belief is an indication that organisational compliance to cybersecurity has gone beyond
delegated responsibility. All the hypothesis linking leadership to all the other variables are strongly supported by our
data. (See Fig (2) The effect of knowledge on intention is also significant at Beta = 0.15 at p<0.05 and is consistent with
other studies where perceived behavioural control was used as a construct. [42],[19], [31]. Therefore the higher the
cognitive ability to understand and apply security controls the more likely the employee will behave in accordance
with security principles and practices and this is achieved through establishing a process of regularly educating the
employees to sharpen their cognitive understanding on why security controls are necessary, training them on how to
apply these controls for the protection of cyber-infrastructure and also creating awareness on their respective roles in
the entire security process of the organisation.

It also interesting to note that influence of cybersecurity knowledge on intention as a precursor to compliance is
weak when compared to that of rule-oriented cultural value on compliance at Beta = 0.311, further confirming that
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cognitive understanding of security roles and having practical skills to apply controls according to prescribed procedure
does not guarantee compliance if it conflicts with individual beliefs and organisation values [65]. Furthermore, it is
noteworthy that the results show that Leadership has a significant influence on cultural values at Beta = 0.503 for
(culture of consistency) Controlled cultural value and Beta = 0.344 for Competitive cultural value. The direct effect of
cultural value on compliance which is one of our hypothesised relationships is also significant at Beta = 0.296.

Bootstrapping analysis also showed that the indirect effect of Leadership through controlled cultural value is
significant at Beta 0.149 while such an effect was very low and insignificant through competitive culture. However,
the total indirect effect of leadership on actual compliance which is our outcome target construct is significant at beta
0.350. As suggested by [55] the indirect effect at 97.5 per cent boot confidence interval (Controlled lower limit =.042
and upper limit = 0.296) did not straddle a zero in between indicating that (Culture of consistency) controlled cultural
value partially mediates in the influence of leadership on actual compliance.

5.3 Moderating Effect

In order to demonstrate the moderating effect, we extended the model by including the moderator variable; security
technology, which we assumed will weaken the relation between intention to comply and actual compliance. We then
include the construct; security technologies as our moderating variable and run the PLS algorithm. The evaluation of
the moderator variable shows that the constructs measures are reliable and valid. The measurement properties of some
of the other constructs also changed slightly. The interaction term has a negative effect on compliance (-0.084), whereas
the simple effect of intention to comply on actual compliance is 0.404 (Fig 4). However, if the relationship between
the employee intention and actual compliance is reduced by the value of the interacting item ie -0.084, its effect on
compliance will increase by the size of the interacting item (0.409-(-0.084), indicating the presence of moderating effect
as shown in Fig 5.

The graph on Fig 4 shows that the relationship between intention to comply and actual compliance is positive for all
the three-line are indicated by their positive slope. The higher the intention the higher the compliance. In addition, we
can see the effect of the moderator variable; security technologies. The green line which represents the high level of the
moderator construct has a flatter slope while the blue line which represents the lower level of moderator construct has
a steeper slope. This makes sense since the interacting effect is negative. However, bootstrapping analysis indicates
that the interacting effect of security technology on compliance is not found to be statistically significant. Hence our
hypothesis 7 is not supported by our data.

6 DISCUSSION

Our first main objective was to develop a multi-theory model that better increased our understanding of how organ-
isational cultural values impact on employee security behaviour. The second main objective was to examine which
of the theoretical component plays a significant role in fostering organisational cybersecurity compliance and finally
to investigate the role of security technology in moderating behavioural compliance with cybersecurity policy. By
integrating relevant components of different theories; the theory of planned behaviour, competing value framework
and technology organisation environment theory, the research proposed and validated a multi-theory research model
designed to increase our understanding of organisational cybersecurity management.

We are able to show that knowledge, attitude, subjective norms significantly and positively impacted the employee’s
intention to comply with cybersecurity policy requirements. We are also able to show the significant and positive influ-
ence of organisational leadership on cultural values and employees cognitive beliefs about organisational cybersecurity.,
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Fig. 3. Moderating Variable

thereby explicating the importance of the involvement of leadership through institutionalising security process and the
necessary structure which will enhance the development and application of cognitive understanding in cybersecurity
management.

The research also shows that intention to comply with organisation cybersecurity policy requirements has a high
and positive influence on actual compliance to security policy requirements. Surprisingly, the result of our research did
not support the hypothesised positive relationship between controlled and competitive cultural values on employees
intention to comply with organisational cybersecurity requirement, an indication that cultural values do not have a
direct impact on employees behavioural intentions. This result is consistent with the empirical findings of [27]. The
significant and positive influence of controlled cultural value (culture of consistency) and the insignificant and weak
impact of competitive cultural value on compliance is worthy of mention. This kind of opposing relationships could
be explained in view of our research context which is more of a bureaucratic environment where the cultural value
of rule orientation is extolled. High-Level compliance is expected in such an organisation if leadership incorporates
cybersecurity as a strategic tool for achieving the organisational goal by aligning cybersecurity proscribed procedures
and control measures with other organisational objectives to increase employee’s belief on the value of compliance.
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Fig. 4. Moderating Effect

The result also shows that the influence of organisational leadership on employee security behaviour is mediated
by cultural values. Confirming one of the main objectives of our study which is to increase our understanding of
how organisational cultural values measured by OCAI influences compliance to cybersecurity control measure and
prescribed procedures. We also note that the positive significant influence of organisational leadership on cultural
values (LEA Beta = .504 and Beta =.344 at P<0.05) and also that of cultural values on organisational compliance to
security procedure (Con Beta = 0.296).

Using bootstrapping analysis to examine the indirect effect according to [55] further indicated that cultural values
explained part of the influence the leadership has on employee security behaviours. Therefore for a lasting and
sustainable compliant behaviour, the organisational leadership must take into consideration the prevailing cultural
value in developing, implementing and training employees on organisational cybersecurity process and protocols.

We also observed from our result that the effect of moderating variable is not statistically significant even where the
model predictive power was influenced by 1.2 per cent. This is however surprising because other streams of research
have demonstrated the usefulness of security technologies is facilitating compliance [19],[28].

Security technology is known to constrain employee to behave in a particular way in response to compliance or
noncompliance to organisational cybersecurity requirement. The only explanation we could offer for this is perhaps
due to the research environment which is purely a bureaucratic and technologically enabled, hence as a manifest
organisational value, leadership incorporates security principles and practices in organisational processes and routines.

6.1 Total Effect

One of the unique features of SmartPls is the ability to assess the direct and indirect effect of non-hypothesised relation-
ships. Though the direct relationship between cybersecurity knowledge as a control belief element and compliance was
not hypothesised in our model, however, its total influence on behavioural compliance which is the most important
outcome variable in our research is predicted as presented in the total influence table (5). From the postulations of TPB,
the actual behaviour of interest is jointly determined by both locus of control and attitude. We, therefore, assumed that
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in the context of security compliance, when an individual form intentions they take into account how much knowledge
they have (locus of control) to enable them to have control over the security behavioural practice of interest. This
joint determination of behaviour can be understood in two ways; the first relates to motivation; an individual who has
the cybersecurity knowledge and has formed the intention to perform a behaviour of interest will simply try harder.
The second is that the failure of an individual to act on his/her intention could be attributable to the lack of adequate
cybersecurity knowledge. In this case, it is apparently the absence of cognitive ability and practical skill to rightly apply
the security control measures were responsible for the failure to act on the intention. From our research, cybersecurity
knowledge came out as one of the top influencers of security behavioural compliance with a total influence factor of
0.307 which is significant at p = 0.05. Hence going by its weak significant relationship of = 0.151 with intention to
comply, and a moderate direct effect of 0.245 on compliance, we can reasonably conclude that; to the extent that the
knowledge of cybersecurity security is accurate in reflecting the actual determinants of security control measures, a
measure of cybersecurity knowledge should help to predict the actual security behavioural compliance which supports
the argument of [26] on the influence of PBC on actual behaviour.

Table 5. Total Effect

Construct Total Effect

Intention>>Compliance 0.476

Leadership>>Compliance 0.344

Con-Culture>>Compliance 0.321

Knowledge>>Compliance 0.307

Attitude>>Compliance 0.238

Sub-Norm>>Compliance 0.118

Comp-culture>>Compliance 0..011

Knowledge of cybersecurity as a control behavioural component, therefore, could only help to predict actual security
compliance behaviour if the individual has sufficient experience with the security behaviour of interest to be able to
make a reasonable and accurate estimate of his or her control over the behaviour.

6.2 Implication of Research

The study offers important theoretical contributions to researchers in cybersecurity and behavioural sciences. First, this
research proposes and validates research conceptualisation that integrates three major theoretical frameworks about
individual behaviour, the organisational element of leadership, organisational culture, into one theoretical model. The
fusion of the various theoretical frameworks permits a better understanding of the role of various organisational and
behavioural mechanisms in fostering organisational cybersecurity compliance. Researchers in behavioural sciences
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may, therefore, wish to consider integrating various theoretical perspectives from differing domains as was the case of
[20], [35],[69], as such approach serves to deepen our understanding in the area.

Secondly, our result did not only support mainstream literature in information security but also lays credence to the
resilience of the theory of planned behaviour in the development of individual cognitive processes and predicting the
behaviour of interest. In complementing the extant literature, the study further extends the call for attention to how the
interaction of organisational factors, behavioural mechanism, and technological environment influence cognitive belief
and compliance.

Thirdly, this current study broadens our knowledge on the complementary role of leadership and organisational
culture is fostering cybersecurity compliance. For instance the involvement of leadership in structuring cybersecurity
processes and programmes and the incorporation of security objectives in work processes and organisational routines
through the establishment of structures for support and monitoring, increases employees belief on the value of
compliance. Hence the rule orientation cultural value provides the supporting framework for the realisation of the
organisational cybersecurity goal.

Achieving organisational compliance to cybersecurity, therefore, requires leadership to re-enforce the behavioural
control security mechanisms by encouraging initiatives which send strong legitimacy to and increases employee’s
value for such a mechanism of control. Such value integration has become necessary for enhancing insight into further
theory development as cybersecurity is fast becoming a strategic tool for achieving organisational efficiency and
effectiveness[17]

7 CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND FUTUREWORKS

The research suggests that leadership is responsible for the development of employee cognitive mechanisms for the
understanding of their security roles and skill necessary for the right application of security controls. The organisation
can increase their compliance success rate by establishing processes and structure that conspires with employee
cognitive development at the same offering incentives for employees ingenuity in creatively applying security controls
in managing, mitigating and minimizing the impact of security breaches.

In view of the influence of leadership on employees attitude, maintaining regular interaction with the employee will
improve compliance success through reinforcement of organisational values. This can be achieved through regular
in-house orientations, visible display of cybersecurity artefacts and regular communication of organisational security
tips specifically designed to accommodate employee’s value orientation.

Since cybersecurity has progressively become a tool for competitive advantage and a strategy for achievement
of organisational goals, the study, therefore, is of the opinion that active involvement of organisation leadership
does not only influence cultural values but also the employee’s cognitive belief mechanisms are equally challenged
towards positive compliance behaviour. The study, further, suggests the development of an organisational culture where
cybersecurity processes and procedures are well defined, employees cybersecurity job roles and descriptions are well
articulated, integrated and coordinated by the leadership. A resounding success in organisational compliance with
cybersecurity policies and procedures are achieved when all these qualities are evaluated based on strict compliance
with rules.

Additionally, the findings of the research suggest that managers need to integrate the process and structure for
organisational cognitive and skill development in line with employee job role while creative application of cybersecurity
skills in defence of organisation information technology assets should be rewarded to enhance compliance behaviour.
Cybersecurity education, training, and awareness should, therefore, be targeted towards clarifying employee’s role
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in the organisation security process, developing competence and practical skill for application of control through
cybersecurity security certifications and creatively adapting the various security knowledge in the management of the
organisational security network.

Obviously, our study is not without limitations. First, the research was only conducted in three key public sector
information technology organisations representing the policy, infrastructure and service sector in Nigeria. Though
common method biased was not a problem in this research, however, we do not rule out the possibility of that
participant provided socially desirable responses. Our sample is 122, though enough to satisfy the requirement to
run a PLS technique, however, the result should be taken with caution as we opined that a larger sample may have
yielded a more statistical power and performance. Another major limitation of our work is the multidimensional and
complex concept of organisational culture. Selecting a particular dimension, frameworks or cultural values over the
other imposes limitation as to what is included.

Future work in this area may consider using other organisational cultural framework or dimension and in a different
context. It will also be of importance to know why the moderating effect of security technologies is not significant
especially where there ample researches that have linked technological artefacts to employee security behaviour[19],
[28]. For instance, we may want to know how the presence of security technologies such as public key infrastructure
and digital certificate facilitates employee’s compliance with organisational security requirement and control.
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Table 6. Survey Items and heir Loadings

Construct Item Factor

Subjective Norm SUB-N1 0.875
SUB-N2 0.876
SUB-N3 0.782
SUB-N4 0.782

Attitude ATT1 0.889
ATT2 0.928
ATT3 0.899
ATT4 0.529

Intention INT1 0.762
INT2 0.770
INT3 0.795
INT4 0.856

Compliance COMP1 0.923
COMP2 0.888

Controlled Culture CON1 0.841
CON2 0.745
CON3 0.719
CON4 0.711
CON5 0.815
CON6 0.765

Competitive Culture COM1 0.796
COM2 0.658
COM3 0.838
COM4 0.824
COM5 0.792
COM6 0.816

Security Technology TECH1 0.955
TECH2 0.849
TECH3 0.933
TECH4 0.816

Leadership LEA1 0.786
LEA2 0.853
LEA3 0.833
LEA4 0.865

Knowledge KNO1 0.843
KNO2 0.777
KNO3 0.731
KNO6 0.791
KNO7 0.779
KNO8 0.812
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A SURVEY QUESTIONS

• SUB-N1 My boss thinks that I should follow the organisation’s Cybersecurity policies beyond the confines of the
office

• SUB-N2 My colleague thinks that I should follow the organisation’s Cybersecurity policies beyond the confines
of the office

• SUB-N3 My Organisation’s IT department pressures me to follow the Cybersecurity policies beyond the confines
of the office

• SUB-N4 My subordinate thinks that I should follow the organisation’s Cybersecurity policies beyond the confines
of the office

• ATT1 Following the organisation’s cybersecurity policy is a necessity
• ATT2 Following the cybersecurity policies reduces the risk of security breach
• ATT3 Following the cybersecurity policies is a useful behavioural tool to safeguard my organisational IT assets
• ATT4 I deem it inappropriate to visit obscene websites
• INT1 I am certain I will comply with my organisation’s cybersecurity policies and routine beyond the organisa-
tional level

• INT2 Following cybersecurity policies is more important than fast racking job completion
• INT3 I am certain that I will not visit a site I adjudged to be inappropriate
• INT4 I am certain to follow my organisation’s cybersecurity policy
• COMP1 I am conscious of my organisational cybersecurity policies and will willingly follow it accordingly
• COMP2 I practice recommended security behaviour as much as possible
• TECH1 Encrypting our organisational data protects it from unauthorised access
• TECH2 Security technologies such as public key infrastructure/digital certificates reduces incidence of security
violations in my organisation

• TECH3 I believe that the use of our secured internet and intranet portal enhances our credibility and performance
• TECH4 IT usage in my organisation should be regularly monitored and audited
• LEA1 The organisation has a system that always remind me of the importance of complying to Cybersecurity
policies and acceptable security behaviour

• LEA2 My organisation has an established procedure to regularly monitor and audit compliance to cybersecurity
policies

• LEA3 My organisation has an established structure for the implementation of cybersecurity policies
• LEA4 My organisation has a process that regularly educate and keep me aware of the importance of adhering
strictly to cybersecurity policies

• KNO1 I understand with clarity the content of my organisation’s cybersecurity policy
• KNO2 The cyber security policy, procedure and guidelines clearly states what is expected of me to safe guard
information technology assets

• KNO3 I Know what risk it is to me and my organisation when opening an email from an unknown sender
especially one with attachment.

• KNO6 I believe I have the skills set for the implementation of controls to safeguard my organisation IT asset
• KNO7 I can adapt my organisation cybersecurity policy in various areas of IT application
• KNO8 I understand why and where the cybersecurity policies are to be applied
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